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ABSTRACT: The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has created an
unprecedented need for rapid diagnostic testing to enable the
efficient treatment and mitigation of COVID-19. The primary
diagnostic tool currently employed is reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), which can have good
sensitivity and excellent specificity. Unfortunately, implementation
costs and logistical problems with reagents during the global
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic have hindered its universal on demand adoption. Lateral flow assays (LFAs) represent a class of diagnostic
that, if sufficiently clinically sensitive, may fill many of the gaps in the current RT-PCR testing regime, especially in low- and middle-
income countries (LMICs). To date, many serology LFAs have been developed, though none meet the performance requirements
necessary for diagnostic use cases, primarily due to the relatively long delay between infection and seroconversion. However, on the
basis of previously reported results from SARS-CoV-1, antigen-based SARS-CoV-2 assays may have significantly better clinical
sensitivity than serology assays. To date, only a very small number of antigen-detecting LFAs have been developed. Development of
a half-strip LFA is a useful first step in the development of any LFA format. In this work, we present a half-strip LFA using
commercially available antibodies for the detection of SARS-CoV-2. We have tested this LFA in buffer and measured an LOD of
0.65 ng/mL (95% CI of 0.53 to 0.77 ng/mL) ng/mL with recombinant antigen using an optical reader with sensitivity equivalent to
a visual read. Further development, including evaluating the appropriate sample matrix, will be required for this assay approach to be
made useful in a point of care setting, though this half-strip LFA may serve as a useful starting point for others developing similar
tests.

I n late 2019, a novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 was
identified in China with significant mortality, morbidity,

and infectiousness.1 By January 2020, SARS-CoV-2 had spread
outside China, including to the United States.2

Rapid testing for SARS-CoV-2, the virus which causes
COVID-19, is urgently needed early in the onset of the disease
to effectively control the spread of SARS-CoV-2 within a
population.3,4 Both reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR)5−7 and direct viral antigen testing8,9 have
the potential for diagnosis early in the course of COVID-19,
unlike serology assays.10 However, RT-PCR is relatively
expensive, and the supply chain required to effectively conduct
a population-scale case finding activity using RT-PCR has been
severely strained by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.5 Inadequate
availability of RT-PCR testing capacity has hindered response
efforts even in well-funded health care systems.11 In low and
middle income countries, the situation is even more dire, with
testing rates currently orders of magnitude below those of high
income countries.
Lateral flow assay (LFA) antigen tests may be an

inexpensive, scalable solution to population scale diagnosis of
SARS-CoV-2 in both high-income countries and LMICs. LFAs

have been shown to be a scalable, easily mass producible test
platform, with on the order of a half billion LFAs for malaria
alone being sold each year, many for approximately USD
$0.25.12

Compared to serology testswhich detect the presence of a
target antibodyantigen-based LFAs are less sensitive than
RT-PCR, but may approach the clinical sensitivity of RT-PCR
with further research and development. For example, Standard
Diagnostics recently commercialized a visually read antigen
detecting LFA (catalog number 09COV30D) with a self-
reported overall sensitivity of 84%, and specificity of 100%
compared to RT-PCR.13 While this is an excellent start, further
research is needed to improve upon this sensitivity. It has been
postulated that higher viral load may be associated with more
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severe outcomes and therefore an LFA that can rapidly detect
high viremia may have a role in identifying those most at risk
of poor outcomes.14

Many LFAs for SARS-CoV-2 are in development, although
the vast majority of these are serological tests for previous
exposure to SARS-CoV-2. As of May 1st, 2020, over 300
immunoassays had been reported to the Foundation for
Innovative and New Diagnostics (FIND) as being in
development to detect SARS-CoV-2. However, <20 of these
300 appear to be intended to detect antigens, with the naming
of the remaining immunoassays implying they are serology
assays.15 Thus, it appears the state of development of antigen-
based assays significantly lags behind that of serology tests for
SARS-CoV-2.
SARS-CoV-2 serology assays of all formats, including LFAs,

may be useful for both epidemiological purposes and to act as
an “immunity passport” in populations with a sufficiently high
prevalence to allow for acceptable positive predictive
values.16−19 For example, in a pandemic situation where the
true local prevalence is 5%, testing with an LFA with a 95%
sensitivity and a 95% specificity will yield a positive predictive
value of only 56%. However, the inability to detect the early
onset of COVID-19 means serology LFAs are not considered
useful for case detection or diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection,
for the purposes of treatment or isolation. For example, in a
recent study of the VivaDiag COVID-19 IgM/IgG rapid test, a
serologic LFA, the clinical sensitivity was only 18.4% vs RT
PCR, with a specificity of 91.7%.10

Antigen detecting ELISAs were previously developed in
2004 for SARS-CoV-1, with limits of detection of approx-
imately 50 pg/mL and clinical sensitivity as a function of days
since onset that was significantly better than the useful time
window for the current generation of SARS-CoV-2 serology
assays. These results further imply that there is potential for
antigen-based assays for the detection of SARS-CoV-2.8,9

In this work, we describe a half-strip LFA, which is a test
format frequently utilized as the first step in assay development
for a “full” LFA.20 A half-strip (also sometimes referred to as a
dipstick) LFA has only a nitrocellulose analytical membrane
and a wick pad, without sample or conjugate pads. Sample and
conjugate are premixed in a container, such as a 96-well plate,
prior to the insertion of the half-strip. The assay described in
this work potentially has utility on its own. However, the assay
is primarily intended as a launching point to expedite
development for others interested in developing an antigen
detecting LFA for SARS-CoV-2.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Latex Bead Conjugation. For the test line conjugate, 400

nm carboxylic red latex beads (CAR400NM, Magsphere,
Pasadena CA, U.S.A.) were conjugated to Rockland 200−
401−A50 polyclonal antibodies (Rockland Immunochemicals,
Inc., Gilbertsville PA) at a weight/weight ratio of 20:1 (beads/
antibody) using EDC/NHS coupling for the test line
conjugate. For the control line conjugate, 400 nm carboxylic
blue latex beads (CAB400NM, Magsphere) were conjugated
to Chicken IgY (ChromPure 003−000−003, Jackson Immu-
noResearch, West Grove PA) at a weight/weight ratio of 10:1
(beads/antibody) using EDC/NHS coupling.
Stock latex particles were washed, activated using fresh

stocks of EDC and NHS diluted in MES buffer, pH6. Latex
particles were then conjugated to their respective antibodies, as
described above, for 3 h on an orbital shaker at room

temperature. The conjugates were then quenched overnight
using ethanolamine, again on the orbital shaker. Conjugates
were then washed and stored in 50 mM borate with 1% 7-day
aged casein, as described under nitrocellulose blocking.
Concentrations for the completed conjugates were determined
by measuring the absorbance at 560 nm for red and 660 nm for
blue. Final stocks were stored at 4 °C until use.

Antibody Biotinylation. The antibody was first buffer
exchanged into PBS to remove sodium azide using Amicon
filters (50 kDaA MWCO, UFC5050 Sigma). Specifically, the
antibody was concentrated 20-fold and brought back to the
original volume with PBS. This was done three times to
remove sodium azide. The antibody was biotinylated at 1 mg/
mL with 50 molar excess NHS-dPEG12-biotin (10198, Quanta
Biodesign, Plain City, OH, U.S.A.). Excess biotin was removed
using Amicon filters again, this time with five total
concentration cycles. The biotinylation ratio was determined
to be 7.1 mol of biotin per mole of antibody using the
QuantTag Biotin Quantification Kit (BDK-2000, Vector
Laboratories, U.K.).

Nitrocellulose Striping. Twenty mm CN95 was striped
with a test line at 8 mm from the edge of nitrocellulose
(upstream from the flow direction) and 13 mm from upstream
edge of nitrocellulose. The test line was striped at 1 mg/mL
polystreptavidin (Cat #10 120 050, Biotez, Berlin, DE). The
control line was striped at 0.5 mg/mL goat anti-Chicken IgY
(Cat #703−005−155, Jackson ImmunoResearch)

Nitrocellulose Blocking. For the preparation of the
blocking solution, 6 g casein was dissolved in 80 mL of 50
mM NaOH overnight until fully dissolved. The following day,
0.24 g boric acid (B0252, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO,
U.S.A.) and 0.45 g sodium tetraborate (B9876, Sigma-
Aldrich,) were added and the pH was adjusted to pH 8.5.
Finally, UltraPure distilled water (10977−015, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) was added to a total volume of 100 mL, yielding
6% casein in 50 mM borate. The solution was heated to 37 °C
for 7 days and stored at −20 °C.
Nitrocellulose strips were blocked in a solution containing

2% β-lactose (Sigma, L3750), 0.5% bovine serum albumin
(BSA) (1900−0002, SeraCare, Milford, MA U.S.A.), 0.2 μm
filtered 0.05% N-lauryl Sarcosine Sodium Salt (LS777, Sigma),
0.3% 7-day aged casein (prepared as described in the Methods
above), in 20 mM AMP at pH 9.0 (A65182, Sigma). Striped
nitrocellulose was dipped into blocking buffer, allowing the
blocking buffer to wick the nitrocellulose strip until fully wet.
Nitrocellulose was then submerged into the blocking buffer for
30 min while rocking, after which it was removed and dried flat
for 30 min at 25 °C.

LFA Assembly. Blocked nitrocellulose was placed on
backing card (MIBA-020, DCN, U.S.A.). Twenty mm
Ahlstrom 320 (Ahlstrom-Munksjo Oyj, Finland) was placed
on top of the nitrocellulose with a 3 mm overlap between the
two materials (Figure 1). Excess backing card was cut off.
Strips were cut to a 4 mm width using a Kinematic Matrix
guillotine cutter (Kinematic Automaticion, Inc., Twain Harte,
CA, U.S.A.).

LFA Running Protocol. To make 1% casein in 50 mM
borate, 6% casein (aged 7 days, as prepared above), was diluted
in 50 mM borate. Nucleocapsid protein samples (Genscript
Cat #Z03488 and Genemedi GMP-V-2019nCoV-N002) were
diluted in PBS (Gibco 10010−023) with 0.05% tween-20
(SeraCare 5460−0019). Control protein and nucleocapsid
antibody conjugated latex stocks were sonicated (Qsonica
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Model CL-188) with 30 pulses at 25% power, one second on,
one second off, immediately prior to dilution. Latex master mix
was prepared at a concentration of 0.0645% test-line red latex
and 0.0011% control-line blue latex in 50 mM borate and 0.5%
casein. Biotinylated antibody was diluted to 75 μg/mL in PBS
with 0.05% tween-20. Immediately prior to running the LFA, 1
μL of biotinylated antibody and 5 μL of latex master mix were
added to 69 μL of sample and mixed by pipetting. The
combined 75 μL was added to a 96-well plate and an LFA was
inserted. After 20 min, the LFA was removed and read using an
optical LFA reader to construct a semiquantitative calibration
curve (AX-2X-S, Axxin, Australia). The Axxin reader does not
typically improve the limit of detection (LOD) of the assay
compared with the LOD by visual read and was used solely for
accuracy in LOD determination.
Limit of Detection Calculation. The data were fitted

using a four-parameter logistic fit using the drc (Analysis of
Dose−response Curves) package in R.21 The fit was weighted
inversely to the square root of the signal. The test-line LFA
reader score corresponding to the limit-of-detection was
defined as follows:

μ σ σ= + +LOD 1.645 1.645LFA reader score 0 0 low positive

where μo is the mean LFA reader score for the negative
samples, σo is the corresponding standard deviations, and
σlow positive is the pooled standard deviation for the four lowest
nonzero concentrations (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 ng/mL).22 The
corresponding concentration and associated 95% confidence
intervals were then calculated using the fitted curve.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A dose response curve was generated for the half-strip LFA
using two commercially available SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid
(N) proteins, from Genemedi and Genscript. The limit of
detection for the Genemedi N protein was 0.65 ng/mL (95%
CI of 0.53 to 0.77 ng/mL) and for the Genscript N protein was
3.03 ng/mL (95% CI of 0.00 to 7.44 ng/mL). The dose
response curve, with 95% CI calculated in R using the drc
package, is shown in Figure 2 (see the Supporting Information,
SI).
It has not yet been determined what analytical sensitivity, in

either blood or nasal samples, will be required to meet an
acceptable level of clinical sensitivity for SARS-CoV-2.
Interestingly, a detection limit of 50 pg/mL in an ELISA
system was shown in 2004 for SARS-CoV-1 to permit positive
rates of N protein detection in sera collected at 1−5, 6−10,
11−15, and 16−20 days after the onset of symptoms for 414
samples from 298 serologically confirmed patients of 92.9,
69.8, 36.4, and 21.1%, respectively.8,9

The most significant work that remains for this assay to be
usable as a point of care test, if the LOD is near clinically useful
ranges, will be the addition of a sample and conjugate pad
directly on the strip. Importantly, the best sample to utilize in a
point of care device has not yet been determined. Early drafts
of target product profiles from WHO and others for an antigen
based LFA have thus far specifically called for nasal swab as the
sample matrix. Other swab modalities are currently being
considered for RT-PCR.23 And, previous work on SARS-CoV-
1 from 2004 and 2005 in serum showed promising results in an
ELISA format.8,9 It is our intent that duplication of this work,

Figure 1. A half-strip was constructed using 20 mm of a nitrocellulose
analytical membrane, and 20 mm of wicking pad. Notably, as a half
strip, no sample preparation, or sample pad, is included in this version
of this assay.

Figure 2. Dose response curve for a half-strip LFA using nucleocapsid protein from two commercially available sources, as measured using a
commercially available optical LFA reader. The LOD for the Genemedi N protein was 0.65 ng/mL (95% CI of 0.53 to 0.77 ng/mL) and for the
Genscript N protein was 3.03 ng/mL (95% CI of 0.00 to 7.44 ng/mL). Raw data for this graph are presented in the SI.
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and determination of realistic limits of detection for a full strip
LFA in multiple sample matrices will help point the way
toward the best approach for an antigen detecting LFA for
SARS-CoV-2. Potential sample matrices include extracts from
anterior nasal swabs, nasopharyngeal swabs, blood, and saliva,
as well as more speculative sample types for point of care tests
such as stool. Further, the best antigen target for an antigen
detecting SARS-CoV-2 LFA has not been determined, though
initial work appears to be focusing primarily on nucleocapsid
(N) protein. However, future work should be conducted on
feasible clinical sensitivities of spike (S) and membrane (M)
proteins of SARS-CoV-2, based on previously reported
abundances of these proteins in SARS-CoV-1.24 For the direct
immuno-detection of intact SARS-CoV-2 virions, there may
also be utility in targeting one antigen for efficient capture and
a different antigen for the most sensitive detection.
While the antibodies utilized in this half-strip assay were

originally developed for SARS-CoV-1, specificity failures due
to cross-reactivity with SARS-CoV-1 are not considered a
significant concern for the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic as
SARS-CoV-1 is no longer known to be circulating. While these
antibodies have not been used in a published LFA, and
significant validation work is still required for any diagnostic
application, they have been utilized in several studies
specifically investigating SARS-CoV-2.25−27 Importantly, the
antibodies utilized in this assay are polyclonal antibodies, so
particular care must be taken in further studies to rule out
cross-contamination with other widely circulating coronavi-
ruses and viruses with similar nucleocapsid proteins. While the
work within does not assume that this particular antibody pair
will be of utility in a commercially available product, even
research use of this antibody pair should adequately check for
specificity failures due to likely cross-reaction. More specific
antibody pairs are under development and will likely be the
actual antibodies utilized in commercial assays. Additionally,
application in commercial assays, and any other related
polyclonal antibody, must be carefully considered. Other
antibodies specific to SARS-CoV-2, some monoclonal, have
also been developed, and further screening of additional
antibodies will likely improve assay performance.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a half-strip LFA for the detection of
nucleocapsid protein of SARS-CoV-2. This effort is a first step
in the development of a functional LFA with the potential for
manufacturing at scale. We utilize only commercially available
reagents, and conventional protocols, to allow the straightfor-
ward duplication and modification of this approach. Further
work is required for the development of a practical point of
care test for CARS-CoV-2. Further work includes determi-
nation of the target antigen(s) that offers greatest sensitivity,
screening novel antigen specific antibodies in capture and
detector pairs, determination of the optimal sample matrix, and
incorporation of the necessary sample preparation into a
practical workflow.
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